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Improving Over the Counter Medication Safety for Older Adults 
Participatory Design: Pharmacists 

 
Meeting 4 

 
Part I.  Welcome Statement and Introduction (5 minutes) 
 
Hello and welcome.  Thanks for joining us again this week.  
 
Last time we reviewed the solutions you brainstormed and then had you evaluate them according to 
several criteria. The older adult group participated in the same activity. After reviewing all the ratings we 
put together a list of the solutions that were ranked the best by both groups and created one list of 
solutions. Today we are going to start to bring those ideas to life and start to think about how those 
ideas might work.  
 
Since our last meeting we’ve met with K. [Give update on that meeting] 
 
Part II. Presentation of Solutions (10 minutes)   
 
[Review the solutions with image of what icon represents it in powerpoint (also have these printed out 
and taped to the board)] 
 

1) Move pain, cough/cold, and sleep products closer to the pharmacy so they are directly within 
the pharmacist’s line of sight  

2) Create “Senior OTC Section” 
3) Remodel the pharmacy “box” to give it a more professional/clinic feel  

o similar to eye care area 
4) Create an “OTC Consult” Window  

o specific for over the counter questions or signage that would direct customers to where 
to ask OTC questions 

o Older adults indicated that they weren’t sure where to go if they had a question, also 
shows them that pharmacy welcomes OTC questions 

5) Signage/shelf talker that alerts older adults that not all OTCs may be safe to take with their 
other meds and health conditions and that a pharmacist can help  

6) Spiral chart with medication safety information organized by condition in the OTC aisle 
7) Signage with a picture of the pharmacist that invites customers to come up to the pharmacy to 

ask OTC questions 
8) Improved lighting  

o (e.g. backlit signage in cosmetic area or rope lights by soap) so OTC boxes can be read 
more easily 

9) Magnifying glass  
o mounted near OTCs 

10) Customer receives a coupon for asking an OTC question 
11) Customer presses button in OTC aisle to indicate they have an OTC question  

o (use image of help button and of intercom) 
o Light or buzzer goes off in pharmacy to notify pharmacy staff 
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o Possible intercom 

 
[Show pictures of layout (have these at end of powerpoint with solutions) – 120, 121, 127, 132] 
 
Part III. Layout Creation (45 minutes) 
 
First we are going to divide you into two teams: 
A, B, C 
K, M, A 
 
We’ve placed in front of you a birds eye view of the layout of the pharmacy – it is simplified but similar 
to the current layout of ShopKo with the pharmacy area located in a “box” and the pharmacy counters 
along the back wall. Outside the pharmacy “box” we have several long shelves which is where things like 
OTCs, makeup, first aid, etc, are currently located. 
 
We would like for you to think of which solutions we presented that would make an older adult more 
aware that not all OTCs are safe for them (even if it’s one they have taken in the past) and make them 
more likely to talk to a pharmacist.  These are the two areas we are going to focus on today. I know in 
the past we’ve talked about other issues such as cost of OTCs but today we are going to focus 
specifically on awareness of OTC safety and connecting older adults with a pharmacist. 
 
Think about the solutions we presented and decide as a group if you think the solution would help to 
meet the goals and if so where it would be placed in the pharmacy. You can use a couple of the 
solutions presented here, several of the solutions presented here, or draw or build in other solutions 
using the materials in front of you.  More is not necessarily better. 
 
Think about what an older adult would do and see from the time they walk into the store to the time 
they talk to the pharmacist.  
 
Keep in Mind: 
What would help them recognize that all OTCs are not safe? 
What would help them connect to the pharmacist?   
As you are working think about how an older adult would react to the way you have placed the solution. 
What would they see first? Where would they go? What would they do next? We’ll have you walk us 
through what this might look like later today. 
 
[Give groups 20 minutes to create, then have a representative from each from group present what they 
included in their layout] 
 
[Have each group explain what they put on the layout and why they chose to include or not include 
different ideas and how those ideas would work together] 
 
[Note to self: Our goal is to generate, critique, and validate ideas with each group] 

 
§ Probes: 

- Where should OTC pain/sleep/cough cold aisle be moved? 
- Why did you put “X” there? 
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- How would an older adult be directed to the “Senior OTC Section?” 
- How can the pharmacy be made to look more inviting/formal/welcoming? Is there a way the 

issue of privacy could be addressed with this?  
- Where will the OTC window be in the pharmacy? How will it be answered in a way that makes 

you feel it is worthwhile? 
- What would be included in a spiral chart and where would it be found? How would you be 

directed to it?  

 
Part IV. OTC Senior Section (30 minutes) 
 
What would an OTC Senior Section look like? 
 
Show picture of pediatrics section as example. 
 
So if there was an older adult OTC section located in the “pharmacy box”… 
What types of products would it included and how would it be organized?  

- Focus on pain, sleep, cough/cold at minimum (okay to include others) 

Show pictures of pain, cough/cold, sleep areas 
 
Have them jot down some notes/answer these on the white board while still in their groups. 
 

- What medications would be in a senior section? What would you exclude? 
- What kind of signage would be in place to show that it is an older adult section? 
- How could this section address the issue of “What’s safe for one person may not be safe for 

another person with different conditions or medications”?  

 
Part IV. Walk through (20 minutes) 
Next, we’d like you to walk us though a scene or scenario of a person walking into the pharmacy who is 
looking for a pain OTC medication – how would it work?  What would they see first? Where would they 
go? What would they do next? 
 

 
 
Part IV.  Wrap Up (10 minutes)  
 
Thank you for your participation in tonight’s session.  Before we go, I’d like to summarize what we 
learned today. [Summarize].  Please take a moment to provide comments on things we missed or need 
to be clarified. 
 
The next session will be a joint meeting with the pharmacists on March 12th, 6:30 – 8:30pm.  
 


